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PROPOSITIONS
1. If the final goal of irrigation is to contribute to people's development, farmers'
irrigation practices and their interactions with other components of the irrigation
system andwiththeirownproduction styles shouldneverbe ignored. (This thesis)
2. The criticism of modernization is not in its pursuit of change but in the prescriptive
character of its application, and how this prescription becomes the vehicle for
worldwide dissemination of a standard 'modern' set of hard and soft technologies
assumed to achieve efficacy, efficiency and water productivity under every context,
independent of local experiences and local conceptualization of irrigation systems.
(This thesis)
3. Interdisciplinary approaches to irrigation research, such as the socio-technical
approach, have proved to be very effective to explore and understand diversities and
specificities of real situations. However they can sometimes be somewhat superficial
tohelp onconstruction ofalternative strategiestoimprovethem ifthey donothavean
even and strong development of all their component disciplines, and participatory
involvementindesignoffuture interventions.
4. Performance assessment can be designed on long term objectives to help policy
makers, and on short term objectives to help managers, but to help people it should
also provide understanding of how and why users behave as they do and such
indicators aresofar less developed.
5. It is a capital mistake to theorize before one has data. (Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,
"Scandal in Bohemia" The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes,published in The Strand
Magazine 1891)
6. Science andtechnology revolutionize ourlives,butmemory,tradition andmyth frame
ourresponse. (Arthur M.Schlesinger, Jr.,born October 1917)
7. What weknow is adrop of water, what we donot know isthe ocean. (Isaac Newton,
1642-1727)
8. Theonethousandmilejourney startswiththefirststep. (Lao-Tzu)

Propositions attachedtothethesis
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To do a PhD was not a reflexive decision to get a degree that would improve my livelihood
and my family situation. Actually the decision to do a PhD in the second half of my
professional life washighly motivated bythe need to improve myknowledge oftoolstohelp
me to understand the complexity of large-irrigation systems. It was also my conviction that
such a deeper knowledge was essential to contribute to the knowhow needed to improve
irrigation and the livelihood of people in Santiago del Estero. It would be a long period of
technical and socialengagementwithwater management.
I made the first contact with the IWE group for a PhD in early 1995 and was fortunate and
grateful to receive a 'sandwich' scholarship from Wageningen University: but I could only
make the project concrete at the beginning of 1998. The student desk surprised me and my
family by offering to rent flat 272 at Pomona, Wageningen - the same flat where 15 years
before I had lived with my wife and my eldest son during our M.Sc studies. Soon I
discovered that it was not a coincidence but a kind sign of friendliness by Ankie Lamberts
from the student desk, an old friend of my wife Cristina and myself since she started her
career as secretary of the Soil and Water M.Sc course within the International MSc program
inWageningen. Thiskindgesturehelpedustofeel athome again.
Unfortunately the road tothe PhD was not as easy as that promising beginning. The original
main topic of my 1995 research project needed to be updated as the complexities of the
Proyecto Rio Dulce (PRD) became clearer, and I discovered the sociotechnical and other
research approaches. Furthermore, the fact that the there was no conventional water scarcity
and/or tail enders problems and/or social conflicts among large and small farmers within
PRD, led most of my interlocutors to conclude that PRD was a water-rich project without
serious irrigation problems, and left me alone in this search. Construction of the research
proposal was indeed then initial stage of a learning process, but a learning process that only
started for myself when I realized - after reading Checkland (1981) - that I was leading as
many managers, with a complex and hard-to-define problem. This learning process followed
a long and difficult evolutionary path that evolved - as the PRD - with the contribution of
many people, many hours of reading and many hours of far away glances though the
Nieuwlandenwindows,ordelvingintomyownformer work.
Ifpreparation of the research proposal was ahard intellectual process,thefieldwork back in
Santiago del Estero from late 1998was no softer, for two main reasons: it has to be done at
the time of one of the most serious financial crises of Argentina and my Institute, and it
became a less than a part time job due my involvement in routine tasks, and my own
limitations to concentrate my work on the PhD research. This explains why my field work
programmed for 1999-2000extendedto2002.
No less difficult has been the processing stage of all the information collection, and the final
stage, the writing process of the thesis. The processing of the large amount of information
collected required hard work, concentration and continuous cross-checking to guarantee the
quality of the information. However, my limited skill in fluent English made the writing
processaverytime-consuming andmanytimes afrustrating process.
Materialization of this thesis therefore required the support and involvement of many people
that consciously or not helped me along this long process. First of all I should mention my
family, my wife Cristina and my sons Salvador, Nicolas, Manuel and recently my daughterin-law Natalia. I canfindnowords toacknowledge all they have doneto support mywork.I
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van Meer and Etta Meuter) and Argentinean students (Salvador Prieto, Martin Roggero and
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with farmers' interviews andtheirprocessing.
Many people in Wageningen should be also thanked, starting with my old friends Francisco
(Chiche)and Susana Sassano for opening again theirplacetomyfamily and meastheyhave
done for most South American students at Wageningen in the last 25 years. I also enjoyed a
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Chapter1
Introduction
1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT

The Rio Dulce Irrigation Project (PRD), with its irrigable area of 120000 hectares, is one of
the most important irrigation systems in Argentina. It has contributed more than 40% of the
gross agriculture product of Santiago del Estero province for many years and supports the
livelihoods ofmorethan 50%ofitspopulation. Irrigation intheareaoftheRioDulce started
before 1900,first through the spontaneous action of local settlers developing local canals for
irrigation for local markets. However, political changes and new commercial possibilities
since the beginning of the twentieth century brought a succession of public and private
impulses to enlarge and modernize the irrigation system. The economic and political
importance ofthe PRDmade the system an "ongoing"project of interventions by provincial
and national politics. However, much actual expansion has been shaped by the two main
actors inday-to-day activities, anunmotivated agency (in irrigation terms) andprivate farmer
interests.
The PRD system first evolved in relation to the maximum area cultivable under the
unregulated water source of the Rio Dulce (Sweet River). Motivated by continuous conflicts
between users and its own interventionist policy, the National Government planned its first
structured intervention in irrigation during the 1940's. This presumed the development of
physical infrastructure to improve water capture and conveyance, and a reorganization of
irrigation operations to achieve the objective of maximizing production per unit of water
(protective irrigation). While "modern"physical infrastructure was constructed in some parts
of the system, the management of the system was never systematically reorganized.
Administration continued under the responsibility of the provincial agency, but the area
continued its"wild"evolution andoperation.
Userandprovincial authorities reclaimed Federal Government involvement with construction
of a reservoir that started its operation in 1966. Then a second intervention in the area, the
Rio Dulce Project (PRD), became planned as ajoint effort of the National and Provincial
government. Its focus was on new water regulation technologies and a broader rural
transformation that implied a complete "modernization package". This package included
development of the water storage capacity, reallocation of water, direct involvement of a
professional national agency in system administration, strong promotion of "modern"
irrigation practices and full government extension supporttoirrigated agriculture production.
This program was truncated by political forces in 1973 - 1975 in its early stages, leaving besides the reservoir - only a partially improved infrastructure for conveyance and
distribution of water and aNational Agency in charge of system operation, maintenance and
management. Sincethen,the evolution oftheproject hasbeen shapedfirstbyaprogressively
unmotivated national agency, and then by a provincial agency from 1992, but also by a
heterogeneous group of users and general stakeholders and highly unpredictable incentives
setbyachangedpolitical andeconomic context.Nevertheless,throughpolitical andtechnical
negotiations, project representatives have been able to control different interests and threats
that would be a source of conflicts in many other areas. Large and small farmers, farmers
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withpermanent waterrightsthat donotcropand farmers thatcrop significant areas with only
annualwaterrightshavecoexisted without serious conflicts during manyyears.
Overall, irrigation performance of the PRD is well below the expectations of engineers and
planners and international norms and its contribution to provincial development has been in
the last 30years far below itspotential. However, the system has also shown resilience in its
capabilities to survive and continue delivering water without bringing serious environmental
degradation or suffering any serious disputes in access to water. Actions by farmers,
engineers and politicians have brought adaptations such that the system performs acceptably
for most ofthemand for farmers inparticular.
Much contemporary thinking about modernization that improves water delivery and water
management assumes homogeneity in operation and management arrangements across an
irrigation system, and also homogeneity in farming styles and farmers' capacity for
mobilizing resources. It also often assumes that new institutions can be formed and adopted
by farmers who will appreciate their benefits in improved local water delivery and reduced
transaction costs. However, the PRD has a substantial diversity in it operating conditions
across the system.Also,the system ofwater delivery operatesthrough arrangements ofwater
allocation between large and small farmers that bring high water allowances to all cultivators
that might be jeopardized by new 'formalized' management structures unable to represent
actual political realities. Finally, many contemporary reform programs anticipate special
financial assistance - either national or international - that can focus on system renovation
and support new institutions. However, the economic situation in Argentina gives little
current scope to new capital assistance programs for irrigation modernization. These
challenges to modernization and reform, while at an extreme in Argentina, are also faced in
otherirrigated areas.
This thesis documents the evolution of this in-system diversity, and the sociotechnical
arrangements, contestation and adaptation that enabled water to keep flowing effectively
despite a complex and often chaotic history ofpublic intervention and technological changes,
and examines the motivations and strategies of farmers and agencies and their 'room for
manoevre' toimprove irrigation performance ofthe system.
Thehypothesesbehindthisthesisarethattherelatively conflict-free operational environment
in PRD has been possible at a cost to provincial development, through an important
underutilization of the irrigation scheme that also involves lowwater productivity, inefficient
and ineffective useof suitable land,loss ofeconomic opportunities,and ahigh dependencyof
small farmers onpopulist policies ofbothNational and Provincial Governments.Farmers and
agency staff have shown successive adaptations to new technical, managerial and economic
conditions that are often highly innovative coping strategies in themselves. However these
ongoing interests to minimize conflict and evolve with pragmatic coping mechanisms may
actually limit substantively better technical water performance, and ensure water is available
to all who want it inthe future. To test these hypotheses and related research questions, this
study examines the strategies, role and practices of local actors and their effect on the
irrigation performance achieved atdifferent levels ofthe system,to give information that can
alsoreduce speculation anduncertainty overthe future development ofthearea.
However, by also accepting that PRD modernization will continue to be entirely shaped by
the force of its social actors,this study can help any future anticipated state intervention with
knowledge for advice, based on an understanding of what can actually be done while
avoiding application of prescriptive modernization "packages". Such insights may also help
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future modernization programs elsewhere in Argentina and other countries with large
irrigation systems.
1.2 OBJECTIVES

Thespecific objectives ofthisstudywere:
Todocument the evolution of irrigation practices inthe PRDand how different actors
(state, agencies, and fanners) have interrelated with other supra-systems shaping the
growth ofthePRD.
- To establish the factors (ecological, technical and social) determining actual water
managementpractices inparticular andperformance outcomesofthePRDingeneral.
To understand why and how actual irrigation practices differ from technical
expectations.
- To develop understanding that can provide advice for contemporary reforms in
irrigation distributionpractices inthePRD.
- To explore as far as possible the contribution of irrigation to the sustainable
development ofthearea.
1.3 IRRIGATION IN ARGENTINA

Argentina is a federal country: provinces are autonomous, they own their water resources,
they have their own water laws, rules and water policies and they are responsible for the
development of irrigation facilities andtheir management. However, despitethe autonomy of
the provinces and the low relative importance of irrigation in terms of national production,
for geopolitical objectives (settlement and development of the arid and semiarid zones of the
country) the Federal Government gave importance to investments to boost national irrigated
area during the twentieth century, especially from the 1950s to the 1970s. Being directly or
indirectly responsible for the international loans that funded most of these developments, the
federal government also retained in many cases the management of the systems for many
years. However its involvement in irrigation decreased progressively over time. Then, in
1992, as part of deep neo-liberals reforms it deserted irrigation issues and left them
completely undertheresponsibility ofProvincial Governments.
The transfer of water administration to the National Government during the earlier period
from the 1970'swas seen in some cases as a loss of provincial political autonomy. However
it should be taken into account that in Argentina, as in many areas around the world,
irrigation fees werenotusually paid.Thusbytaking charge ofsystemoperation,theNational
Government actually subsidized water use in those projects. The large amount of money
needed to keep irrigation systems running was the reason why many provincial governments
(mainly the poorer ones) accepted involvement of National Government in irrigation
administration withintheirareas,butalsothereasonwhyitdeserted them in 1992.
Despite the sourcing of funds for irrigation development from international agencies, an
important characteristic ofirrigation development inArgentina isthat involvementof foreign
consultants has been rare. Most irrigation projects were designed, constructed and operated
byArgentinean engineers andmainly overseen bythe irrigation unitofaFederal Agency,the
"Agua y Energia" (A&EE), whose irrigation staff had a high level of specialization at that
time.
The national irrigated area is nowadays the third largest area in Latin America after Mexico
and Brazil (Table 1.1). However it rarely receives too much attention from the international
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irrigation community perhaps due its low contribution to the national economy or because it
represents only 5% of the total national cropped area (column 4 Table 1.1).
Table 1.1 Irrigated area in South America Irrigated area as percentage of the Total Cropped
Area (TCA) per Province (%)
SOUTH AMERICA
Irrigated Land(IL)
TotalArableLand(TAL)
IL/TAL
Country
(ha*1000)
(ha*1000)
(%)
Mexico
6320
25
24800
Brazil
2920
58980
5
Chile
Argentina
Peru
Colombia
Cuba
Ecuador

1900
1561
1195
900
870
865

1982
33700
3700
2293
2668
1620

96
5
32
39
33
53

Source:FAO,2004

However, irrigation is the main source of agricultural production for a majority of the twenty
three Argentinean provinces, as shown in Table 1.2. This table shows that irrigation is
important in terms of economic development in most provinces in the arid and semi-arid
regions of the country, not only because irrigated areas represent a high proportion of the
total cropped areas (IA/TAL) but also because of the high proportion of households in those
areas depending on irrigation (Irrigated EAP/Total EAP). Further comparison of Tables 1.2
and 1.1 demonstrates that for the arid and semi-arid regions of Argentina, irrigation is as
important as in other Latin American countries highly dependent on irrigated production.
The irrigated area in Argentina grew continuously until the 1980's, after which it reached a
plateau. According to the Agriculture National Census of 1988 and 2002 the national
irrigated area has remained close to 1.300.000 has in the last 16years, but this national figure
hides important differences in growth and decline between provinces as shown in Table 1.3.
Table 1.3 1998-2002 increment of irrigated area per province and climatic region.
ARIDREGION
SEMI-ARID REGION
HUMID REGION
Province
Ha
Province
Ha
Province
Ha
%
%
La Rioja
24.427 140 Cordoba
36.219 63 Bs.Aires
65.229
Catamarca
32.325 109 Salta
21.776 22 SantaFe
24.220
San Juan
2.482
23.344
3 San Luis
9.153
97 Corrientes
T.del Fuego
-78 -99 Jujuy
8.378
22.441
10 Entre Rios
Santa Cruz
-3.355 -47 LaPampa
-214
9.070
-4 Tucuman
Chubut
-18.499 -50 S.delE.
-17.219 -24 Chaco
5.474
RioNegro
-32.697 -31
Misiones
-1.188
Mendoza
-35.232 -12
Formosa
-2.088
Neuquen
-65.476 -81
Tot/Mean
-96.316
146.502
-7 Tot/Mean
58.307 34
Tot/Mean
Source:Owncalculationsbasedon 1988and2002INDECcensus

%
64
183
65
46
16
264
-87
-34
65
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The tendencies are clear: in the last sixteen years irrigated area increased mainly
where there was either adoption of supplementary irrigation related with high
profitability of extensive crops (the first four of the humid areas Buenos Aires, Santa
Fe, Corrientes and Entre Rios,plus Cordoba and San Luis from the semiarid region),
or in provinces where there were national fiscal incentives during this period (La
Rioja, San Juan and Catamarca in the arid region and San Luis in the semi-arid
region). The main characteristic of these developments is that they have been based
mainly on exploitation of groundwater, and undertaken almost completely by the
private sector in large farms. Salta, the other province with positive figures in this
period isaparticularandremarkable case sincetheincrement ofitsirrigated areawas
caused by the establishment of 3to 5very large farms (roughly 10.000has each) but
using surface irrigation (Juramento-SaladoRiver).
Also remarkable is the reduction of irrigated area in most traditional areas12.
Although in some of them like Mendoza, Rio Negro, and Neuquen there has been a
concentration of land and a qualitative change from surface to localized irrigation
application methods,in2002the irrigated area ofmost ofthemwas far belowthearea
withwaterrights in 1986(that couldberoughly considered asthemaximum irrigable
area)ascanbeseenfrom Figure 1.1.

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

Without information

0

Figure 1.1 Percentage ofunderutilization ofirrigationperprovince (INTA, 1994)
The above information, plus the fact that only 5provinces (Mendoza, Tucuman, San
Juan, Neuquen and Chubut) have signed an agreement with a National Program for
Agriculture Services (PROSAP) for modernization of irrigation infrastructure (and
thatfew others-Formosa,andRioNegro-implemented smallrehabilitation programs
with national funds) makes it clear that in the last 16 years there has been an
extremely low investment inrehabilitation, modernization orenlargement of irrigation
infrastructure.

12
The negative difference for Santiago del Estero does not agree with cropped areas surveyed by the
irrigation agency. While figures from both sources are similar for 1988,the agency's reported irrigated
area almost doubled in the 2002 Census data. Using agency values, the irrigated area in Santiago del
Estero would increase to29.287 ha (41%) arather high but more consistent value in my experience.
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Regarding irrigation system management, by the 1970s, Operation and Maintenance
(O&M) management activities of Argentinean irrigation schemes were centralized by
the state,andperformed mainlybythe afore-mentioned irrigation agency ofA&EEor
similarprovincial agencies. Participation of farmers was atavery low level,except in
Mendoza where participation of users has been present since the beginning of
irrigation. At the beginning of the 1990's, due to the neo-liberal reforms of the
Federal Government,Provincial Governments ofthoseprovinces where irrigationwas
still administered by the National Agency were compelled to re-assume O&M
activities. Some did not have the required capacity to be incharge of that heavy task,
showing permanent cash deficits and lacking a structure, therefore compulsory "turnover"O&Mactivitiestouserstookplace.
While the 1990s can be considered the "turn-over and/or participatory irrigation
decade" (see section 1.5.2 for further analysis), it will be clear that in Argentina to
transfer responsibility to users was not a well-defined or centralized national plan as
debated in other well-known irrigation reform programmes in Latin America like in
Mexico,Chile and Colombia, or other countries oftheworld. Theprocess,that could
be named a "modernization process" due to some analogies with the above planned
process in selected countries, was highly dependent on the political orientation and
capacity of each Provincial Government. In most cases it was limited to a
reorganization of O&M activities with greater participation of users. For example, in
RioNegroafew WAUstookresponsibility overlargeareasfrom early intheturnover
process. In Salta,O&M activities thatwere re-assumed bytheprovincial government
before 1992 were transferred later to a Cooperative of former employees of that
provincial agency. Other Provinces, like San Juan, Catamarca and Tucuman,
continued with centralized O&M systems. Again, only in Mendoza did the
"modernization" program include increased farmer's participation at higher levels,
and later on improvement (modernization and rehabilitation) of irrigation
infrastructure. This was a consequence of a strong and professional agency and preexisting participation of farmers at lower levels of the irrigation systems
(Chambouleyron et al, 1994,, Bustos et al, 2001;Morabito et al. 1998). The case of
SantiagodelEsterowillbefurther described inthisthesis.
There isnowell-systematized inventory oftheperformance of Argentinean irrigation
systems. Problems have been surveyed in several different studies,but most of these
works (INTA, 1986; Chambouleyron et al. 1994; Bertranou and Shulze, 1992;
Fiorentino, 1988)are superficial, often strictly "professional" innature and without
any systematic methodology. Bertranou and Shulze (1992) identified the main
constraints of the Argentinean irrigation sector as: the engineering bias of their
irrigation systems; the low profitability of most irrigated production; insufficient
O&M activities; the low technical skill of farmers and operational staff and poor
water management at system and farm level. There is no analysis by national or
provincial irrigation sector done from any interdisciplinary perspective that also
includes local user perspectives. However, this section has shown the large climatic,
social and even cultural differences in irrigation history between Argentinean
provinces, and gives a clear idea of the diversity of situations of irrigation in
Argentina andthe specificity of studycases.
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Following Mollinga, 2003, the term professional is used here to include three different disciplinary
approaches to irrigation, - engineering, economics and management - that have produced much
irrigation literature but which hasremained unconnected.
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1.4 SANTIAGO DEL ESTERO PROVINCE

The province of Santiago del Estero is located in the northwest of Argentina (see in
Figure 1.2) between the south latitudes 30°29' and 25°38' and west longitudes
61°40' and 65°11'. Physically it is almost as far away from the capital Buenos Aires
(1000 km) as from Mendoza (800 km), the best-known Argentinean irrigation
community. Santiago del Estero is also far away from Buenos Aires and Mendoza in
social,political and economical development asshownbelow.
Argentina is a country with a
relatively high Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) per capita but
distribution of wealth isnot uniform.
The historical ratio between GDP of
the richest (Federal City Buenos
Aires) and the poorest provinces
(Santiago del Estero and/or
Formosa)hasranged from afactor of
12 to 17 times. The GDP for
Santiago del Estero is similar to
countries like Bhutan and Djibouti
and is below Angola, Zimbabwe,
Egyptand Congo(Fraga,2003).
Santiago del Estero covers 136.351
square kilometres, inhabited by
804,457 people (INDEC 2001). It is
located inthe semiarid portion ofthe
physiographic area "Gran Chaco
Americano". The mean annual
temperature is21,5°C with relatively
cold winters (absolute minimum 5°C)andveryhot summers (absolute
Figure 1.2 Santiago del Estero Province
maximum
47°C).
Annual
precipitation, mainly as seasonal
summer rains (November-April), ranges from 500to 850mm/year with its maximum
valuetowardsthe east andnorthwest bordersand itsminimum inasouth-north central
strip in the centre of the province. Since annual reference evapotranspiration ranges
from 1300 to 1600 mm/year the annual water balance is negative in all areas of the
province.Inthecentral stripwherethe study area islocated eventhemonthly climatic
water balance is negative across all the months (Figure 1.3)and irrigation is vital for
agriculture.
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Through this dry landscape meander tworivers -the Salado (Salt River) belonging to
the Rio Parana basin and the Rio Dulce (Sweet River). The Rio Dulce is the main
tributary of the closed basin of Mar Chiquita, a salt-lake located in the Province of
Cordoba, closetothesouth borderof SantiagodelEstero.
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Figure 1.3 Monthlywaterbalances for LaMariaclimatic station inthe coreofPRD
1.4.1 TheRioDulcebasin
TheDulce Riverbasinpartially covers3provinces:Tucuman, Santiagodel Esteroand
Cordoba. In 1967, these provinces agreed to share theuseofmean available water
(calculated as 3.600 Hm /year) as follows: Tucuman (32%); Santiago del Estero
(49%) and Cordoba (14%). In volumetric terms, the percentage for Santiago del
Estero is 1.773x 106m3. Most of the
water of the watershed is collected in
the upper part ofthe Dulce River basin
inTucuman, where slopes are steep and
rainfall high. Inthemiddle part, where
the PRDis located, slopes are gentle
and there isless rain. Inthe lowest part,
where the area is almost flat, lie
wetlands surrounding Mar Chiquita.
This area hasbeen declared a Ramsar
sitebyUNDP.
1.4.2 TheResearchArea
TheDulceRiverIrrigation Project (PRD)
(Figure 1.4)isbyfarthe greatest user of
Rio Dulce water. It has an immense
influence inabsolute andrelative terms
on thewater andnature balance ofthe
river basin. While the irrigated area first
expanded through independent and
privately developed canals (acequias
particulares), later large-scale public
Figure 1.4Location ofPRD inSantiago del Estero
works expandedthe irrigated area around
these older canals, which became
embeddedinthesystembutsubjecttovariabletechnical modernization.
The maximum irrigable area ofthe PRD is 122,000 hectares butitsgross command
area is about 350,000 hectares. It was the water shared by the Province that
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determined the maximum area of 122000 ha in the PRD, because land was not a
constraint. The policy criterion, during the last state intervention (1968-1973) was to
cover the full irrigation requirements of selected cropping patterns (with a project
efficiency of40%).However, since the actual cropped areahasneverreached 122000
hectares,water hasnever actually been scarce inthe PRD from thistechnocratic point
ofview.
According to official information from the irrigation agency, in 2004 the number of
irrigated holdings with permanent water rights was 6.800 but as one farmer may own
more than one plot, the number of farmers or EAP is less. Roughly 65% of these
EAPs have less than 10ha, 34% are between 10and 100ha and 1%are greater than
100ha.Thisdata showsthatlargeand small farmers coexist acrossthe irrigated area,
a pattern settled at early stages of irrigation development. Since the increase in water
supply available in the reservoir, and extensive area with permanent rights that
remains uncropped, 'surplus' water has been allocated out as non-permanent and
revocable rights called PRETAS. PRETAs allow the agency to allocate annually
water that is unused. The conditions for PRETAs are: payment in advance, enough
capacity inwater courses to conveythiswater for use on annual crops only (not tobe
used for permanent or semi-permanent crops like orchards). The payment in advance
is an especially attractive point to the agency as fee collection was traditionally very
low.

Figure 1.5AdministrativeZonesofthePRD

PRD has been a jointly managed
system, with users being responsible
for water distribution at low levels of
the system (the quaternary water
course in most cases) since its
conformation asanirrigation unitwith
construction ofthemain deliverydam,
Los Quiroga, in the 1950's. A
provincial agency (DPI), a national
agency (A&EE) and again a
provincial agency (UER) have
succeeded each other in the
management of the upper part of the
system, following changes in the
national and provincial socio-political
context. Only during a short period
(1992-1995) wasparticipation ofusers
promoted as part of decentralization
plan of O&M activities at secondary
level that should lead to a definitive
turn over of the system to users.
However this process was truncated
by an abrupt change of political
orientation of the provincial
government in 1995.
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The scheme is divided administratively in 5 zones (Figure 1.5). Due to historical
reasons and the unfinished last process of 'modernization', these zones have a very
uneven development ofwatercontrol,as follows.
In Zone I (19000 ha) the irrigation network was completely 'modernised'. Canals
were linedto quaternary level. Adense network ofprimary and secondary drains and
sluice gates for water offtakes and for water-level control were built. Long-throated
flumeswere constructed also inthehead end ofall canals,including the comuneros14
(thelowestlevelwatercourse,administered by farmers).
Zone V (7500 ha) is the other zone with its network of irrigation and drainage canals
constructed during PRD implementation. However, canals are not lined in this area.
AutomaticNeyrpic Aviogateshavebeen locatedattheheadof secondary andtertiary
canals. Module-a-masque structures are sited in these canals for water measurement.
Constantheadorifices werebuiltattheheadsofthe communeros15.
In Zone IV (19000 ha) modernisation reached tertiary irrigation canals and led to
construction ofadense network ofprimary and secondary drains.Offtake and control
structures were also incorporated through a combination of automatic Neyrpic Avio
gatesand sluice-gates.Theoldcomuneros arestillinusetodistributewaterto farms.
Modernisation didnotreachZonesII(46000ha)andZone III(15000ha).Oldearthen
canals are still being used. Nevertheless these have received high maintenance in the
last years sometimes under the responsibility of large farmers. Measuring devices are
only available at the head of secondary canals. Few drains have been built in these
zones.
Table 1.4 summarizesthephysicalcharacteristicsofthemainandsecondarycanals
The working hypothesis at operational level is then that these differences in physical
infrastructure haveagreatinfluence onaccesstowater, levelsofwateruse,andlevels
and uniformity ofperformance acrosszones.However, they also havean influence on
the possibility to increase irrigated area. Farmers from zones with lined canals find it
difficult to increase canal capacity because a large investment would be required,
while thoseusing oldcanals can afford to increase capacity themselves or lobby todo
it with the PRD budget. (This study will show that the canal capacity has only been
enlarged inZonesIIandIII).
1.5 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Irrigation is "human intervention to modify the spatial or temporal distribution of
water occurring in natural channels, depression, drainage ways, or aquifers and to
Comuneros (also sometimes called comuneros) are distribution ditches or the water courses at the
lowest level of the system. Officially farmers are responsible for water management at this level.
"Modernized comuneros or comuneras" and "old comuneros or comuneras" are used in this thesis to
differentiate those that have been re-built during PRD intervention after 1966, from those ditches built
before PRD but still inuse.
All measuring structures and automatic Neyrpic gates were never been used for operational
purposes before 1995and only those at the head of secondary canals have been used since that year. In
the particular case of automatic Neyrpic gates at the head of tertiary canals, sluice gates originally
located upstream from them for service reasons are normally used for operation.
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